We show how a declarative functional programming specification of backpropagation yields a visual and transparent implementation within spreadsheets. We call our method "Visual Backpropagation." This backpropagation implementation exploits array worksheet formulas, manual calculation, and has a sequential order of computation similar to the processing of a systolic array. The implementation uses no hidden macros nor user-defined functions; there are no loops, assignment statements, or links to any procedural programs written in conventional languages. As an illustration, we compare a Visual Backpropagation solution to a Tensorflow (Python) solution on a standard regression problem.
Introduction
Neural networks are nonlinear formulas that approximate functions. Backpropagation [1] is a machine learning algorithm that creates these approximation formulas iteratively. The iterative approach has been likened to finding the top of a mountain in a mountain range: at every iteration, we take a step in the direction of the steepest slope. We stop taking steps when the approximation is "good enough." Mathematicians call this approach "gradient search." Backpropagation is a proven and popular machine learning technique since its development over thirty years ago. According to LeCun et al [2] , backpropagation is popular because it is "conceptionally simple, computationally efficient, and because it often works." Bishop [3, p.246] concurs: "One of the most important aspects of backpropagation is its computational efficiency."
Backpropagation has been programmed in C, C++, Fortran, Java, Julia, Python, R, Visual Basic, and other procedural (imperative) languages. Procedural programs implementations rely on constructs like loops and assignment statements. Programs typically result in text that looks quite different and more complicated than the actual mathematical specification. (My favorite C implementation of backpropagation is the 17 pages of C code in Pao [4, Appendix A] ). In general, these programs are not for neophytes.
Getting a backpropagation-based machine learning experiment to actually work (meaning -in a technical sense -to converge to a meaningful solution) has been described as more than an art than a science [2] . The reason for this is the number of design and parameter choices that need to be made. These choices include specifying the nature of the approximating function (topology, activation functions); specifying properties of the iteration (learning rates); specifying techniques that assist convergence (data scaling); specifying how the answer will be evaluated (data selection for in-sample training and out-sample tuning and cross-validation); and, finally, specifying the 2 criteria used to determine when to stop (when the approximation is "good enough" based on determining average errors).
Current backpropagation implementations -especially those used for academic and professional education -rely on open source software languages and libraries. All design and parameter choices need to be programmed. Some implementations graft a front-end user interface -such as a spreadsheet -to a hidden backpropagation back-end engine. The interface manages data collection and parameter selection via an Application Programming Interface, Dynamic Link Library, or other inter-process communication scheme. Etheridge and Brooks list a number of such vendors in their 1994 paper [5] .
The motivation of this paper is to explain the purpose and use of backpropagation to students and professionals in finance by using spreadsheets as a transparent backpropagation engine. The target audience includes non-experts in machine learning and artificial intelligence; yet, as finance professionals, they are familiar with linear regression and spreadsheets. We show how the backpropagation algorithm can be implemented in Excel spreadsheets using Excel worksheet functions like array and matrix multiplication. We call our method "Visual Backpropagation." We use "pure Excel" -there are no dynamic link libraries to C, C++, C#, Java, Python, Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), or any other language. There are no macros no user-defined functions and no subroutines; there are no loops, assignment statements, or any procedural programming constructs.
In Section 2 we first review the array-based and spreadsheet-influenced notation used in Visual Backpropagation. We also show how neural network nonlinear formulas generalize the formulas used in linear regression. Section 3 reviews the semantics of spreadsheet computation -especially computation under the "manual mode of calculation" and specifies our visual backpropagation formulas. Here we use a simple problem (the nonlinearly separable "exclusive or" together with "and") as an example for a 2-hidden layer learning system (2-2-2-1 topology). (Additional details associated with manual calculation are in the Appendix.) Section 4 shows Visual Backpropagation solving a practical problem (the Auto Mpg problem found in the UCI Machine Learning repository [6] ). This example is used in the Tensorflow regression tutorial [7] ). Finally, Section 5 summarizes our work and offers some proposals for future work and extensions.
Since our approach is visual, we provide many figures showing screen images that illustrate the Visual Backpropagation method. We preface figure captions by section number. The actual working spreadsheets (content covered by the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License, and formulas by the Apache 2.0 License) are posted on a website [8] .
Why spreadsheets?
Spreadsheets are the lingua franca of the computing world of accounting, economics, finance, and basic brute-force data collecting for data sets of less than a million records. For most people, spreadsheets are easy to learn and easy to use. There are dozens of spreadsheet implementations (some are open source) but even after several decades, Microsoft Excel is the most popular spreadsheet platform. Walsh [9] summarizes seven reasons why at least half a billion people use Excel. Despite this, the spreadsheet programming paradigm has been ignored by academic computer science and many programming professionals: "Real programmers don't use spreadsheets" [10] . One reason is that
The neglect of spreadsheets in the programming language literature might be caused by an aversion to a language created by students who had the bad taste of using their ideas to earn money instead of starting a Computing Science career that might have led to a Turing award. I don't think, however, that computer language specialists harbor such spiteful thoughts, and therefore, I suggest that spreadsheets are intrinsically uninteresting. Presumably, many others who have looked at spreadsheets have come to the same conclusion, and such pedestrian results have never been seen fit for publication (or at least, they have not been accepted by journal or conference referees) [10] .
Nevertheless, the same author admits
In spreadsheets the ideas from two powerful languages, LISP and APL are combined. The acceptance of spreadsheets by non-programmers shows that functional programming and the use of arrays as the only data structure are concepts that are easy to understand [10] .
The academic disdain for spreadsheets continues. Indeed, Fouhey and Maturana [11] posted a "joke paper" that mocks a fake use of Excel in connection with machine learning. But Walsh [9] concludes: …mention Excel to techies and it's often dismissed with a sniff. However, somewhat "like the love that dare not speak its name", the vast majority of users in the business world use Excel and practically every system has a button that says "Give it to me in Excel". This situation is changing. In 2014, in a serious and rigorous academic monograph of spreadsheets, Sestoff [12] showed that spreadsheets really are dynamically typed functional programs. Functional programs are declarative: these programs do not rely on procedural constructs. Declarative functional programs look like mathematical specifications. In a sense, spreadsheet programming consists of (1) selecting and naming ranges of cells, and (2) entering (or re-entering) values and formulas in cells. Program testing consists of tracing the propagation of values via formula computation from cell to cell or region to region. Spreadsheet programming declaratively specifies names and computational expressions. In contrast, programming in conventional imperative languages specifies a schedule of control flow with procedural statements.
Array Notations for Backpropagation
This section specifies our notation for backpropagation in the context of linear algebra (i.e., matrix and tensor operations) and show how these operations have an equivalence to Excel array operations. We do not derive the backpropagation algorithm; there are plenty of nice derivations, in particular, see Bishop [3] or Pao [4] ; Efron and Hastie [13, p. 356-9 ] use a vector notation almost similar to ours. We re-specify the backpropagation algorithm in a form suitable for spreadsheet formula computation.
We assume the reader is familiar with basic spreadsheet concepts:  How spreadsheets reference cells, and how spreadsheets define named cell regions;  How formulas, array formulas, and built-in functions are inserted into cells;  How formula-derived values propagate computation across cells;  How computation is achieved via calculation options (automatic vs. manual).
Review of Array Operations
Array operations originate from the mathematics of vectors, matrices, and tensors. We show how the many operations on these mathematical objects are modeled by Excel array operations. We use our formalism to map backpropagation into a tensor form and ultimately to Excel array equivalences -as copy-and-paste array formulas. We first start with a notation for naming. Spreadsheet arrays are rectangular regions of cells (or a single cell). Denote ranges by bold type. Here is a formal definition of two arrays: one has 4 three values in its rows and the other has two values in its columns (sometimes called a row array and column array, respectively):
In Excel spreadsheet notation, instead of bold type for naming arrays, we use plain type (frequently with an underscore to make sure our name is not confused with a row or a column location; for example, the name "a2" denotes the cell in the second row and first column of a worksheet). Many spreadsheets have a Define Name command that binds names to spreadsheet arrays. For example, the Define Name in Excel defines array a_ via
This defines array a_ as a place on the worksheet. Extend these definitions to names of components by specifying values. We use ":=" to denote "evaluates to" (for names and formulas) and "=" to denote "the same as" (when checking equality of expressions). The individual cells in an array are called components (indicated in non-bold type). The standard convention is to use subscripts to denote row-column locations. For example, is the component in the first row and second column; 12 a is the component in the second row and first column:
  :
Note that an array of one row and three columns combined with an array of two rows and one column yields an array of two rows and three columns. The tensor product of an n-dimensional row array with an m-dimensional column array is an array with m-rows and n-columns: a notational shorthand is (1 ) : ( 1) :
. A rectangular array is also called a matrix. In Excel, the tensor product is supported by Excel array multiplication. For example, let's first use the Define Name command (on the Formulas tab) to define the (1 3)  cell region a_ as C4:E4
and (2 1)  cell region b_ as G4:G5. Populate sample values {1,2,3} and {4,5} into these regions.
Enter array formula = a_ *b_ in the (2 3)  region I4:K5 (via <control-shift-enter>). Excel inserts the curly brackets to show it is an array formula = {a_ *b_} (unfortunately these brackets do not show when printed). Array multiplication yields the correct answer for tensor product (see Figure  2 .1). : The Heaviside unit step function helps specify the "rectified linear unit" or RELU function. Note that that the derivative of the Heaviside function is not defined for 0 z  . 9 Backpropagation uses matrix multiplication. 
Matrix product is supported in Excel by the MMULT worksheet function. In general, given () nm  array w and ( 1) m array b , the matrix product  wb is an ( 1) n  array with each component given by a sum of products. A shorthand for this rule is : ( ) : ( 1) :
We combine matrix multiply with the () row column  operator for a restriction. : (2 1) :
In Excel, restrictions supported by selecting a partial range for the formula. See Figure 2 .4.  ; however we also show the (2 1)  and (1 1)  restrictions. Note: = MMult(w_1,x) corresponds to 1  wx .
Generalizing Linear Regression
Neural network nonlinear formulas generalize the formulas used in linear regression. Let's first review some linear regression formulas. Given the following arrays: Then an alternative representation of a linear formula is:
In this representation, a linear formula that relates inp to out is just the matrix multiply of w with inp : we save a matrix addition operation by subsuming b in w . Next, suppose we are given a set of array pairs:
Or equivalently, 
The error for each sample record is
For a perfect approximation, the error for each sample should be zero. In practice this is rarely the case due to improper observation, "noise," or computational faults. The same inputs could even produce different targets at different times: this can be due to accounting errors or due to a misspecification that mistakenly neglected "hidden" inputs. In any case, a common criteria is find the opt w that minimizes an average error over all samples. Because of this, the output might not be an exact match: it could correspond to an average of the corresponding targets.
Here are three methods that find opt If we find this error "good enough" then stop the procedure and use the matrix that had the smallest average error as "the solution" for opt w ; otherwise continue guessing (viz, in machine learning:
12
"training"). It can be shown using results from probability (Monte Carlo theory), that if we keep guessing long enough (and the initial guess is not an unlucky one), we will closely approximate the optimal opt w that minimizes err over all possible guesses. (Mathematically: the weights converge or are "trained" to approximate the optimum solution.) Method I is iterative: it requires many repetitions (iterations) of the same steps in order to achieve an answer. Sometimes the process of iteration is called "training" or "learning."
Method II. Guess just one starting value for every component of array w . Next, we pick an arbitrary record in the sample (either in order, shuffled order, or completely at random). Call this sample record number r. Using the current array w and the selected record r, use () r inp to compute () r out and then compute the error of sample number r: 
Repeat the process: set new : wwand pick another sample. Recompute the error with this current array w . If we the running average of the errors is "good enough," then stop. Otherwise continue the iteration. This method, due to Widrow [15] (dating from 1959) is sometimes called the delta rule. It can be shown (using differential calculus) that the updated iterates will closely approximate the optimal opt w that minimizes err over all possible guesses -provided that we wait long enough and the initial guess is not an unlucky one. Method II is also iterative: at each iteration, we are mathematically taking a small step along the gradient -the direction of steepest decrease of the errors (visualize the error surface as a bowl). Backpropagation is a generalization of Method II.
Method III. This method (called the classical method of least squares) is at least 200 years old. It is the basis of Excel's LINEST and TREND formulas. The first step is to consolidate all inputs and targets in their own arrays: . It can be shown (using differential calculus), the optimal opt w that minimizes err over all possible guesses is:
INPUTS TARGETS
This solution uses the matrix inverse operation: for matrix A its inverse is denoted by
Matrix inverse is a worksheet function supported by Excel. The copy-and-paste array formula for the regression weights is
=TRANSPOSE ( MMULT( MINVERSE( MMULT(INPUTS,TRANSPOSE(INPUTS))), MMULT(INPUTS,TRANSPOSE(TARGETS) ) ) )
The advantage of Method III is that it is not an iterative approximation: it is exact (as long as the data is "well-conditioned" in the numerical analysis sense). 14 Note that the sum of the squared errors are 1 (for targ1) and 0.25 (for targ2). That these errors are not zero (or even small) is due to the nature of the problem. The first target is the "exclusive or" function (returns 1 if only one input is 1 but not both; otherwise return 0); the second is the "and" function (returns 1 if both inputs are 1; otherwise return 0). We can show that no linear formula exists that exactly computes these two functions (they are not "linearly separable").
Can we make the regression more powerful in that we can make better approximations than the linear one? One way is to simply include more inputs (and arrange these inputs to be functions of other inputs). This is the functional link approach advocated by Pao [4] . Another way is to consider making the linear formula into a network of linear formulas: here, the output of one linear formula is the input to a second linear formula. Let's see how this works for a network with the first output feeding the second output and the second output feeding the third output (a "three-layered" network): : :
Linear formulas of linear formulas are linear formulas. However, consider a simple extension of the linear world to the nonlinear world. Select any three activation functions (see Figure 2. 3) as a map. Such a three-layered (nonlinear) network is specified by:
:
: ( 1) : mf
Here it again looks like we have complicated things. And we really have, since nonlinear functions of nonlinear functions do not in general reduce to known simpler forms: 3  3  2  3   3  3  2  2  1  2  3   3  3  2  2  1  1  1  2  3   : :
For linear networks additional complexity makes no difference. Nonlinearity is where complexity creates an emergent property: nonlinear neural network regression frequently outperforms linear regression: the average errors for nonlinear neural networks are smaller than the linear regression case. They can also solve problems that are not linearly separable.
Nonlinear Formulas for Feed-Forward Networks
Specify an integer q (usually called the number of layers, where 2,3,... q  ): we need to account for q different weight matrices and q different output column vectors. As in the linear case, the training data set consists of a set of records of input-outputs. Suppose we are given a weight matrix 11 : ( out . All these must be previously computed in order of dependency. This arrangement specifies a "feedforward network." Consequently, given an input vector and a sequence of weight matrices, we compute the output by forward-propagating the subsequent outputs as inputs to the next layer. Knowledge of input inp , weights 
Formulas for Backpropagation
For linear formulas, the squared error surface for the weights involves squaring the linear outputs. The resultant error surface is a quadratic formula of the outputs: it corresponds to a multdimensional bowl. We pick a point and take iterative steps in the direction of the steepest downward slope. Slopes of quadratics are easy to compute: that is how Method II works in finding optimal weights. For nonlinear formulas based on the functional mapping of activation functions, we need a representation of both () fz and its first derivative. (Recall the first derivative of a function '( ) fz corresponds to the slope of the tangent of the function at the point z ). Backpropagation requires first derivative of our activation functions to implement gradient descent. At layer h, the derivative function is evaluated at column array The identity function () f z z  is actually the activation function for the linear formula used in Method II. As we observed, a multiple-layer linear network does not improve matters over linear regression. On the other hand, the other nonlinear functions listed in Figure 2 .3 and 2.7 induce an error surface that generally is not a simple bowl: in general it is a bowl with humps and valleys. This means that a steepest descent gradient search on the error surface is not guaranteed to find an absolute smallest error. No matter: we stop when the error is "good enough"; otherwise restart with another guess.
In backpropagation, we compute a series of column arrays δ (called deltas) that are related to activation function error gradients (slopes). For q layers we need to account for q deltas, one delta per output (or what is the same: one delta per weight matrix).
We proceed backwards, from the final output layer. Define the delta as the array difference  targ out ( 
; : Note that the formulas for the outputs, deltas, and weights are a functional specification for the backpropagation algorithm: formulas are presented declaratively: there are no procedural programming structures. However: before rushing to copy these formulas into an Excel spreadsheet we must note that these formulas will not work! We did not specify how the inputs are selected for the algorithm; nor did we specify the initial states of the weight arrays. We are close, but not close enough for a working implementation. In order to do this we need to review spreadsheet computational semantics.
Visualizing Visual Back Propagation
The backpropagation formulas are formulas are recursive ("circular" in spreadsheet terminology). To resolve circular formulas we require an understanding of the Manual Mode of Calculation. Essentially, spreadsheet computation in Manual Mode is very similar to the computation of a systolic array: a parallel architecture used for signal processing:
A systolic array architecture is a subset of a data-flow architecture. It is made up of a number of identical cells, each cell locally connected to its nearest neighbor. The cells are usually arranged in a definite geometric pattern, corresponding to the tessellations of the Euclidean plane. The cells that are on the boundary of the pattern are able to interact with the outside world, At a given clock pulse, data enters and exits each cell; entering data is processed and stored so it can be output at the next pulse. Computational power is thus identified with the speed of input and output: a wavefront of computation is propagated in the array with a throughput proportional to the input/output bandwidth. This pulsing behavior is what gives this architecture its name. [16] .
This description sounds like the computational dynamics of a spreadsheet in Manual Mode. Manual mode is a calculation option that -in Excel -is specified with the Calculation Option dialog. Some of the major features of Manual Calculation in Excel that are exploited by Visual Backpropagation are reviewed in the Appendix. (Unfortunately, most spreadsheet systems do not support circular formula resolution in Manual Mode.) The basic concept is: calculation in Manual Mode proceeds in a systolic style from left-to-right and then top-down [17] . Microsoft calls this "Row Major Order" calculation [18] . We now put all this together.
Spreadsheet Regions for Visual Backpropagation
We need two regions to embed the backpropagation formulas: we call them Region A and Region B. Region A -always arranged above Region B -incorporates the initialization of random weights. We sometimes call Region A the predictor region and region B the corrector region (these terms are inspired from certain algorithms in numerical analysis). Both regions incorporate named arrays for the targets, inputs, outputs, and, and deltas. For Region A define the following arrays. The array for the inputs:
( ( 1) 1 For Region A, define and specify (order is significant) the following formulas:
1A. Define and specify a sample record of inputs and targets as a column vector dependent on spreadsheet iteration. The inputs and corresponding targets are selected by formulas (involving the OFFSET worksheet function) from a named spreadsheet region (This is discussed in the Appendix). Note that the updates for the outputs and deltas in Region A depend on results in Region A. 23 We similarly specify computation for Region B as follows:
1B. Define and specify a sample record of inputs and targets as a column vector dependent on spreadsheet iteration. The inputs and corresponding targets are selected by formulas (involving the OFFSET worksheet function) from a named spreadsheet region (This is discussed in the Appendix).
2B. Define and specify the weights and outputs as array formulas in row major order from left to right. For the first (input) layer 1 h  :
  ( ( 1)) : In practice, first initialize the set of weights in Region A by setting iteration to 1 (on Excel
Options: Formulas: Calculation Options); setting :0 ru  ; and pressing Shift-F9 calculates the active worksheet (only!) and propagates the weights with random values. These random weights are matrix multiplied with the selected input record to compute and propagate values to the corresponding dependent outputs. After the last output is computed we compute the deltas. The initial weights are propagated to Region B. After initialization, "learning" occurs by setting iteration to a larger number -typically a multiple of the total number of record samples. After setting :1 ru  ; and pressing Shift-F9, the spreadsheet calculates all formulas in the active worksheet and propagates the weights, outputs, and delta values associated with backpropagation gradient search. After one iteration Excel uses these backpropagation weights and inputs to compute and propagate gradient search values to the corresponding dependent outputs and deltas across Region A, then to Region B, and back to Region A. The backpropagation stops when the iteration limit is reached.
The following shows a simple example of the regression problem of Figure 2 .5 (example spreadsheets are posted in [8] ). As observed in Section 2, this problem is not linearly separable. We used Visual Backpropagation to implement a 2-2-2-2 network with tanh as the activation function for all layers. After about 1000 iterations (250 times through all samples, or 250 "epochs") the computed weights are
The output values compared to the targets are:
Clearly the nonlinear network results in a much better approximation than the naïve linear regression with the same inputs: the sum of the squared errors are less than 0.005 (targ1) and 0.0013 (targ2). Adding a third input to the linear regression -for example, the nonlinear combination x1*x2 -results in an even better (exact) approximation than the nonlinear network with two inputs. But is this addition biased? (The extra input is actually targ2).
Let's inspect the spreadsheet that computes this Visual Backpropagation [8] . First, note that the worksheet names in bold are defined by the DEFINE NAME (or Name Manager) utility. Circular formula semantics are reviewed in the Appendix. Figure 3 .1 shows the initial state after the definition of array region names and insertion of array formulas. The first formula in cell K5 is an iteration counter (a circular formula), used for information purposes. Cells K6:K7 define two numbers that help select two sample records. For 4 samples, these numbers range between 0 and 3. These are also circular formulas that use the MOD function. The training sample selected for an iteration weight update for Region A is in E11:H11; for Region B the sample is in E12:H12. Both ranges use the OFFSET function to select the values from the Training Data in E6:H9. Cell K11 defines the learning rate eta: here, set to 0.1 for all layers. Cell K14 defines the ru parameter: when set to zero, weights are randomized; otherwise, weights are updated according to the backpropagation update rule. In Region A: (Changes from above indicatesd with *) The targets and inputs inpA and targA are transposed from the values in E11:H11. *Update weights w_1A via backpropagation formulas with w_1B, eta, inpB, and delB. Compute the first layer output out_1A with inpA, w_1A and a tanh function map. *Update weights w_2A via backpropagation formulas with w_2B, eta, out_1B, and del_2B. Compute the second layer output out_2A with out_1A, w_2A and a tanh function map. *Update weights w_3A via backpropagation formulas with w_3B, eta, out_2B, and delB. Compute the last (third) layer output outA with out_2A, w_3A and a tanh function map. Compute delta delA for the last (third) output with targA and outA. Compute delta del_2A for the second output with delA, w_3A and out_2A. Compute delta del_1A for the first output with del_2A, w_2A and out_1A.
In Region B: Semantics of computation identical to above with ru=0. The OFFSET formula array returns the record from TrData that is displaced itc rows down from the top for Region A,and displaced itcp1 rows down from the top for Region B. Data is selected at each iteration. Figure 3 .4 shows the formulas in the target, input, first layer weights and first outputs for Regions A and Region B. Note that these are basically a cut-and-paste of the formulas described above in Section 3.1. Figure 3 .5 shows the formulas in the second layer weights and second outputs in both Regions. 
Visual Backpropagation on a Practical Problem
We show Visual Backpropagation solving the "Auto MPG" problem found in the UCI Machine Learning repository [6] . This example includes a data set a table of 398 sample records listing inputs (such as Horsepower, Weight, Model Year) and a single target: the miles per gallon (MPG). This example is used in the Tensorflow regression tutorial [7] ; there, the topology is 9-64-64-1. The Tensorflow model has 9 inputs, 64 outputs in the first layer, 64 outputs in the second layer, and 1 output for the approximated MPG (miles per gallon). RELU activation functions are used for the middle two layers and a softmax activation [14] is used for output. Learning rate of 0.001 is used for all layers.
In the Visual Backpropagation model we use a slightly different model in order to investigate two questions:
(1) Do the large number of outputs make a difference? To investigate this we configure a Visual Backpropagation spreadsheet with 9-50-30-1 topology; there are 40% fewer weights to learn (2061 vs 4865). We use the same inputs and the same learning rates.
(2) Does softmax make a difference? Following Øland et al's critique of softmax activation [19] , we use the identity function as the activation function on the last output layer and still keep the RELU activation functions on the first two layers.
We follow the same procedure as in the Tensorflow tutorial using heuristics recommended by Lecun et al [2] :
1. Validate data: make sure that all input and target values are numbers and otherwise "make sense" for back propagation. This task is easy for spreadsheets. There are 392 purely numerical records. 2. Divide data into an in-Sample region (for training) and an out-Sample region (for evaluation or tuning). The Tensorflow example uses 80% of the data for training (314 records); we use a larger set of 360 samples (90%). The remainder (78 records and 32 records respectively) are used for out-sample analysis. Data selection tasks are easy for spreadsheets. 3. Scale data using values from the in-Sample Region. Scaled data improves backpropagation convergence. We use the z-score scaling (subtract the mean from each value and divide by the standard deviation) used in the Tensorflow example. This task is easy for spreadsheets. 4. Train with backpropagation. 5. Investigate errors associated with the in-Sample region. This task is easy for spreadsheets. 6. Cross-Validation: Investigate errors associated with the out-Sample region. For tuning, this could involve further application of backpropagation.
We discuss each step in turn. Our Visual Backpropagation spreadsheets are available at [8] .
Validate Data and Select in-and out-Sample Subsets
We read the data into car-mpg-scaling.xlsx (see Tab: 
From 398 records, 392 have only numbers (by inspection some have text like "?"). Select 360 records for in-Sample Training with backpropagation (rationale: 360 is a nice number). Note that more rigorous cross-validation scenarios can involve several out-Sample regions. Note that the most significant linear factors (those with the largest magnitude of weights) are car weight and car year. This is intuitively appealing since weight adversely affects mileage; we also expect newer cars to be more efficient. Setting up the 9-50-30-1 nonlinear network is straightforward: in our case it is a modification of the 2-2-2-2 network we used in the example shown in Figure 3 .1 and Figure 3 .2. First copy the scaled in-Sample data (360 records) to a visual backpropagation worksheet. Then define array regions for Region A and Region B. Then copy and paste the array formulas. To make the worksheet manageable, format the worksheet by hiding or displaying rows or columns. The final results after training are in vbp_car-mpg-RELU-9-50-30-1-optim.xlsx [8] . For example, Figure 4 .4 shows the two training regions displaying weight rows 1,9,10,31,51 and columns 1 and 10 for the first layer weights; 1 and 51 for the second layer weights; and 1 and 31 for the third layer weights (see column G and row 374 for the row and column indices). 
Scale data

Investigate errors associated with the in-Sample region
The charts in Figure 4 .7 compare the results of our 9-50-30-1 network after about 80 epochs with the results from linear regression (Method III in Section 2.2). Both charts show that the 9-50-30-1 offers improvement over regression. Would more training or would different initial weights yield better results? Once the network is set up it is easy to try to answer this by restarting the iterations. We can easily change the learning parameters or activation functions as well in order to "tune" the 9-50-30-1 network. 
Cross-Validation: Investigate errors associated with the out-Sample region
Cross-validation has two meanings. In one interpretation, cross-validation provides estimates of the true model error. It answers the question: how well does a model predict? In some sense, looking at the one or more sets of out-sample data can provides an indication of predictability. The second interpretation of cross-validation provides a way to perform model tuning: the selection of model parameters that improve predictability. This interpretation seems to be prevalent in machine learning.
Here is an example of the second interpretation. Suppose at the end of each training epoch we use the weights to look at the out-sample errors. If the current out-sample error is smaller than the out-sample error of the previous training epoch, then save these weights; otherwise keep the previous weights. If we continue this procedure epoch-by-epoch, we should get a set of weights with the lowest out-sample error. As the number of epochs increase, the average absolute out-sample errors gradually decrease. We also show the improvement our 9-50-30-1 network over the average absolute out-sample errors over linear regression. Note that the "best" average absolute in-sample and out-sample errors for the two nonlinear networks were obtained from weights that were tuned with the out-sample data. Many authors [20] [21] [22] have said that using single cross-validation procedure is for model tuning and for error assessment and estimation is problematic. At best the results are biased and at worst it can lead to under-estimation of the true error. The selection bias can be reduced if we set up another set of out-sample cross-validation data. (Further discussion of cross-validation is beyond the scope of this paper.)
Conclusions
Visual Backpropagation embeds a functional programming specification of the backpropagation algorithm within spreadsheets. This spreadsheet implementation is convenient and understandable for non-experts in machine learning and artificial intelligence. It is suitable for solving problems that are represented in spreadsheets. One consequence of Visual Backpropagation spreadsheets is that they are pure formula-based computations. These spreadsheets can be readily shared. No software, programs, or libraries need to be downloaded and installed, called, or accessed. There are no security concerns or trust settings involving special macros: there are no macros.
A second consequence is that the backpropagation implementation is reasonably fast for interpretive languages: we know that built-in Excel functions are faster than the corresponding programs in VBA [12] , and there are some indications that VBA is faster than Python (see e.g. [23] [24] ). Moreover, at least with Excel, we can easily enable multiprocessing speedup with (select "multi-threaded calculation" under "Advanced Options"). For this laptop, the option "Use all processors on this computer" was selected. 
Model
APPENDIX: Computational Semantics of Manual Calculation
We review some of the major features of Manual Calculation that are exploited in Visual Backpropagation. In Figure A. 2, the initial contents of these cells after the formulas are entered are shown in the left panel. The middle panel shows the formulas. Note that the default contents are zero. After formula entry, the contents of B2 is the previous value (zero) plus 1. The contents of D2 is the previous contents of D4 (zero) plus 1. The contents of D4 is the previous contents of D2 (1) plus 1. Now press <shift F9> to calculate this (the active) sheet. After 1 iteration, the right panel shows the values of these cells.
Calculation in Manual Mode proceeds in a systolic style from left-to-right and then top-down [17] . Microsoft calls this "Row Major Order" calculation [18] . Figure A. 3 and A. 4 show another example which demonstrates how previous states can be saved (this has been used in Visual Backpropagation to model autoregressive time series models (called recurrent networks in the machine learning literature). Note that the unshaded values in row 20 to the left of the circular formula are lagged. The colored values in column E that are above the circular formula are also lagged.
A.2 Application: Selecting Data
We exploit these computational semantics to create formulas that dynamically select input records and corresponding target values from a dataset represented as a spreadsheet region. This helps enable "stochastic search" for visual backpropagation. Figure A .5 shows the spreadsheet regions and formulas. Define dataset TrData as the region E6:H9. There are 4 sample records. Cells K5, K6 and K7 contain circular formulas that always evaluate to be between 0 and 3: we define itc as K6 and itcp1 as K7. Rows 11 and 12 contain array formulas with the OFFSET worksheet function. This function returns a reference to a region of a specified size, offset by rows and columns. At the end of the first iteration, note that itc=1 and itcp1=2. The OFFSET formulas use these values to select a single row of TrData displaced by itc rows and itcp1 rows. With these values the second and third rows of TrData are selected. With more iterations, subsequent rows are selected; the MOD function (which gives the remainder after division) ultimately resets itcp1 (and then itc) to 0.
Data can also shuffled before selected or can be randomly selected. 
A.4 Tabulating out-Sample Values
Suppose we want to tabulate the outputs of a complex set of formulas whose inputs are driven by a dynamic sample section as described above. For example, look at Figure A. 8. Here D11 contains the sample number for the input that cycles through the dataset. The two outputs we want tabulated are shown in Figure A. 9. 
